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WHAT TO DO 
IF AN ACCIDENTAL ELECTRIC SHOCK OCCURS 

First, immediately switch OFF the  power to the equipment causing the shock. If the power cannot be 
cut, get the victim away from the equipment causing the shock by pushing or pulling them with an 
insulated board or cloth, etc. 
If the shock victim has lost consciousness, or if they are not breathing or have no pulse, call a physi- 
cian immediately. If a physician is not close at hand, give artificial respiration and cardiac massage 
as first aid to the shock victim until medical help arrives. 

1. 
Artificial Respiration and Cardiac Massage 

Do not move the victim unless they are in danger. Proceed immediately as described below. 

2. 

4. 

Put the vict im on his/her back on a firm surface like a desk or floor.  Quickly loosen any tight 
clothing around the neck and chest. 

Pull u up the chin so that the top of the head rotates back and  put your fingers into the mouth to 
clear the throat and windpipe of any obstruction like the tongue or vomit. 

If there is no chest or abdomen movement, start artificial respiration; if there is no pulse, start 
cardiac massage immediately as well.

If there are two people rescuers, one should give artificial respiration while the other gives 
cardiac massage. Cardiac massage should be given five times for   each time the victim’s lungs 
are artificially inflated. 

If there is only one rescuer, cardiac massage should be given 15  times  for   each two lung infla- 
tions. 

Notes 
1. Continue giving emergency artificial respiration and  cardiac massage even while moving the 

victim on a stretcher or in an ambulance to medical help. Move the victim gently. 

2. When the victim starts breathing normally and the hands and feet get warm and the pulse 
returns, cover them with a blanket to conserve body heat. 

3. If  the victim is breathing normally but has not recovered consciousness,  turn  them on their side 
(coma position) so that breathing is not stopped again by an obstruction (vomit or tongue) of 
the windpipe or throat. 
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HIGH VOLTAGES 

Although this radar presents no dangers in normal usage, dangerous high voltages are 
used inside the equipment. Observe the following safety precautions when repairing or 
inspecting the radar. 

1. Always set the display POWER switch, and the main switch for the radar on the 
distribution board to OFF. 

2. Even after setting these switches to OFF, there may be high residual voltage at the 
anode cap of the CRT, at the 300-volt line of the scanner connection cable, at the 
scanner 300-volt circuit, and at the PFN (pulse adjustment circuit) of the MOD PC 
board Ground these points using a conductor such as a wire lead or screwdriver 
whose one end is grounded and check that there is no residual voltage with a tester. 

REPAIRING AND INSPECTING SCANNER UNIT 

Usually the scanner unit is installed in a high place. Consequently, a slight mishap can 
result in a serious accident. Note the following precautions when repairing and inspect- 
ing the scanner unit.

1. Set the display POWER switch and the main switch for distributing power to the radar 
to OFF so that there is no danger of the antenna rotating during repair and inspection 
In addition, before starting any repairs or inspection, post a sign on the display unit 
indicating that maintenance is in progress so that there is no danger of a third party 
accidentally setting these switches to on. 

2. When repairing or inspecting the scanner unit wear a safety harness and provide a 
secure platform so that there is no danger of falling even when the vessel lists o r   when 
there is an unexpected incident such as an earthquake.

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

DO NOT approach the antenna while it is transmitting. NEVER get within 15 meters of 
the antennaradiating surface while the antenna is transmitting. In addition, at inspection, 
NEVER look into the waveguide during transmission. 

CRT MAINTENANCE 

The CRT used in this radar has a high vacuum and it is extremely dangerous if it is 
damaged. Observe the following precautions. 

1. Never rest anything on the CRT. 
2. Never press on the front display surface of the CRT. 
3. Never drop the display unit. 
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Artificial Respiration Method 
As shown in the diagram on the right, pinch the victim‘s nose with one hand so that air is not expelled 
from the nose and lift the back of the neck with the other hand, 

Place your mouth over the victim’s mouth and breath into the  victim’s mouth for 1 to 1.5 seconds 
until your lungs become empty. The volume of exhaled is about half that of deep breathing. 
Check that the victim‘s chest rises when you exhale. If it does not, check that there is no blockage in 
the victim’s mouth or throat 

Do this quickly at first and then proceed at about 12 inflations  per  minute. Do not stop until medical 
help arrives.

W 

Cardiac Massage Method
As shown in the on the right, place the base of the palm of one hand over the chest about 1/ 
3rd of the way up from the bottom, of the rib cage. Put the other hand on top of that hand. 

Press the victim’s chest firmly by applying your weight without bending your elbows so that the

to press too hard or you may break the victim‘s ribs. 
victim‘s chest depressed about 3 or 4  cm then release  the pressure immediately date.Be careful not 

fi- 

Repeat this operation about once per second. A 
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ABOUT THIS MANUAL 

This manual describes how to operate and maintain the RA725UA/RA726UA marine radar. The full 
range of the radar functions are explained in this operation manual but the basic operations can be 
performed after reading paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2. To better understand how the radar functions, read 
APPENDIX C (INTERPRETING RADAR IMAGES). 

For installation of this radar or for connection of the related equipment, refer to the APPENDIX B                   
INSTALLATION. 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The RA725UA/RA726UA is a compact marine radar which uses a 12-inch orange CRT as the dis- 

play and has an output of 5/10 kW. The radar achieves high performance through use of a microcom- 

puter, and image processing LSI, and several newlydeveloped signal-processing LSIs.Referto

APPENDIX A for detailed specifications. 

This radar is composed of the following Standard and Optional components. 

Standard Components: 
Main unit RA725UA 5 kW output 10.8 V to 40 Vdc of input voltage 

10.8 V to 40 Vdc of input voltage 

Antenna 

RA726UA 10 kW output 

3 ft, 4ft, 6ft

10.8 V to 40 Vdc 



SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION 

Optional Components: - Rectifires 
RP113A Input voltage: lOO/ll0/220 Vac 
69-1E-A Input voltage: 1OO/110/115/120/125/200/220/230/240/250  Vac 

* Gyro-Interface Unit 
NZ2OA 

Magnifier lense 
RZ702A 

The following equipment can be connected to the radar. For the interface information, see Appendix 

B, INSTALLATION. 

Related Equipment: 
*LORAN 

GPS 

* Buzzer 

Magnetic Compass 

* Gyro Compass Interface Unit 

* Radar 

Setup Mode 
This radar can be set to the Setup mode where the front panel key configuration  can be  changed or     the

diagnostics can be activated. It is also used during installation for setup of the radar. refer to Section 

3 for details. 
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SECTION 2 
OPERATION 

This Section describes basic operations and advnaced functions of this radar. YOU will have 

basic knowledge of how to operate this radar by just reading paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2. TO better 

understand how the radar functions, read APPENDIX C (INTERPRETING RADAR IMAGES).

There are sixteen keys and one control knob on the 

vertically. The left side keys can be chosen from out of 14 key functions. The figures in this manual

shows the key configuration set at factory shipment To change the key configuration, refer to 
Section 3 and use a key cap in the accessories to show the new function. The functions of the eight 

right side keys are explained in paragraph 2.2 and other 14-key functions for the left line are ex-

plained in paragraph 2.4. 

The internal buzzer makes a short 'Pi' sound when a key is pressed and the operation is accepted. 

If misoperation is attempted, the previous setting is not changed and the internal buzzer makes a long 

'Piii' sound. 

This radar always monitors its operational conditions. If an abnormality has been found, 
"SYSTEM ERROR is displayed at the bottom right of the screen. To locate. the faulty part, use the 

internal diagnostics activated in the setup mode (refer to Section 3). 

It also monitors the internal +5V voltage. If the power failure has been found, it displays 

"POWER FAIL" at the center of the screen, or displays the time display, according     to the type of the

power failure. Refer to Section 5 for details. In both cases, the radar transmission is stopped and the 

radar returns to standby. 

2.1 PartNames 

CRW
The keys are aligned on the two lines
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SECTION 2 OPERATION 

Check the name and functions of each part. (X.X) indicates the relevant paragraph in this manual. 

Display Mode Your Ship Speed Heading direction Track (2.4) or 
Picture. Hold (3.2) 

I 

Tuning Meter TK 15 SEC 
SPD 10.0 KT M- I 

L/VRM cross Point (2.6) 
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SECTION 2 OPERATION 

1 

the operation level of the mode you select. In the case of AT1, 

set a range of 1.5 NM or more. 

key continuously to display the 

SETUP MENU. 

2.3 Auto/Manual Modes 
The AUTO key switches the auto and manual modes. 

I 

1.5 HU 

2.3.1 Auto Mode 

The GAIN adjustment, sea clutter suppression (STC), and frequency tuning are automatically per- 

formed.The GAIN and rain and snow clutter suppression (FTC) can be adjusted manually even 
when the AUTO function is used. If you want to make very fine adjustments, use these keys during 

the AUTO mode. Adjustment can also be made manually using the STC key. 

The AUTO mode is divided into AT1 and AT2 submodes. AT1 and AT2 are switched each time the 

AUTO key is pressed. To return to the manual mode press the STC key. 

Select the one to use according to the situation as described below. 

AT1 
Use this mode when confirming the course in areas where strong radar echoes are returned such

as: when leaving or entering port, or when navigating in bays and narrow channels, or near small

islands. The effect is the similar to reducing the STC manually and setting relatively-low GAIN. 

AT2 
Use this mode when navigating in areas where there are no objects returning very strong radar echoes

such as in the open sea, sea clutter is also suppressed automatically. The effect is similar to control- 
ling sea clutter manually using the STC key and setting high GAIN. 

The constants (image observation degree) for the AT1 and AT2 operation levels can be changed if

necessary using the following procedure. 
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SECTION 4 
MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION 

Maintenance  will ensure that this radar gives the best possible performanceover a long operating life. 

Perform the following preventive maintenance at the correct intervals. 

I WARNING I 
NEVER inspect this radar with the POWER switch set to ON. In addition, there is 
a chance of high residual voltage remaining in the equipment even after the power is 
turned off. These voltages MUST be grounded or discharged before starting work 
on the equipment. When inspecting the scanner unit, set both the POWER switch 
and the main switch on the distribution board to OFF and remove the motor fuse. 
Post a sign on the radar display unit informing other people that the radar is under 
inspection so that there is no chance of a third party switching the radar on acciden- 
tally. 

27 



SECTION 4 MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION 

Problems may occur if dirt or dust accumulate on 
the densely-mounted components on the PC 
boards. Clean off any dust with an electric 

vacuum cleaner, etc., or a soft cloth, 
Check the tightness of all PC board connectors. 

If there is any dirt on the connectors or any poor 

contact, brush it with a piece of plastic or wood 
material or replace the connector. Polishing with 

metal materials causes corrosion. Do not use liq- 
uid contact reviver because it attracts dirt. 

Period 
3 to 6 

months 

6 to 12 
months 

Inspection Location 
Scanner mountings 

Inside scanner unit 

. Display surface 
Antenna drive gear lubrication 

CRT H V  parts 

PC boards 

Connectors 

Bolts and scanner motor brushes 

Procedure 
Check that the scanner mounting bolts are tight 
and that there is no corrosion. 
Open the scanner cover and check the tightness 
of the bolts and the mounting condition of each  
part.. Check the tightness of any packing and thai 
there is no corrosion on any metal parts. 
Clean the filter and CRT with a damp soft cloth. 
Check that the antenna drive gear is properly 

Clean the anode cap and its vicinity as well as 
HV lead with a dry cloth. The CRT has voltage 
of more than 10 kV, cut the power to display unit 
and discharge any residual voltages in the dis- 
play before cleaning the HV parts. 

Check that all fabrication and mounting screws 

in the equipment are tight. If the scanner motor 
brushes are worn to less than 6 mm long, replace 
them (14 mm long when new). 
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SECTION 5 
REPAIR 

This section describes how to locate faults and make repairs. If the radar malfunctions, inspect it as 
described below. If the inspection results indicate a difficult repair that cannot be made by the ship's 
engineer, contact Anritsu or your sales agent and request repair. When contacting Anritsu or your 
sales agent, provide the following information. 

(1) Vessel name, port, repair period (hours) 
(2) Radar model 
(3) Serial No. 
(4) Details of fault and inspection results if available. 

Insure that you have read and understood the warnings manual 
before inspecting and repairing this radar. 

5.1 Abnormal Microcomputer, etc. 

(A) When POWER FAIL is displayed on the screen 

This warning indicates that the radar internal +5 V power supply has momentarily fallen below 

4.8 V. If this happens, the radar enters the Standby status and the Transmit key must be pressed to 

continue operation. If this warning is displayed repeatedly, consider the possibility that the power 

supply contacts may be bad or that the battery is faulty. 

(B) When time display appears on screen 
When the radar internal +5 V voltage falls below 4.8 V for more than several seconds, the time 

display appears on the screen. This indicates that the CPU has been reset and that the radar is in the 
Power on status. Although operation can be continued by pressing the Transmit key after the time 

display disappears, the power supply may be faulty. 
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Range resolution 

Minimum detection range 

Bearing accuracy 
Bearing discrimination 

Range accuracy 
Warm up time 

Environmental conditions 
Temperatlrre 

Humidity 
Vibration 
Wmd speed 
DC power supply 

Voltage 
Power consumption 

Voltage 
Power consumption 

AC power supply 

(2) Scanner unit 

Antenna revolutions  
Antenna directivity 

3 ft:  

4ft. 

6ft:  

APPENDIX A 
SPECIFICATIONS 

0.125 to 60 NM (RA725UA) 11 ranges 
0.125 to 96 NM (RA726UA) 11 ranges 
Within 20 m 
Within 20 m 
Within ± 1°
3.0° 3-ftantenna 

2.5° 4-ftantenna 
1.8° 6-ftantenna 
Within larger of ±O.8%  or 8 m 
2 minutes 

scanner -25° to +55° C 

Display -15° to +55° C 
+35°C 95% RHmax. 
Within lG(Oto3000rpm) 
100  knots (51.4 d s )  

10.8 to 40.0 Vdc 

l20 W 
Voltage AC power supply (option)  
100/110T220 Vac switchable 

200 VA mm. 

24rpm ±20% 

Horizontalbeamwidth 2.5° Verticalbeamwidth 22° 

Sidelobes < ±10° : -22dBmax 

>=10° :-28dBmax 
Horizontal beam width  1.8±° Vertical beam width  22° 
Sidelobes < ±10° : -25dBmax 

>=10° : -3OdB max 

Horizontal beam width 1.2° Vertical beam width  22° 
Sidelobes <±10° : 25 dB max. 

>=10° :30 dB max. :30dBmax. 
33 



APPENDIX A SPECIFICATIONS 

Range 
No. 

Waveform and frequency 
Peak output power 

0.125-OSNM 0.75NM 1.5-60196NM 
2 3 6 

pulse width and 
Repetition frequency 

PON 9410f30MHz 
5 kW f50% (RA725UA) 
10 kW &50% (RA726UA) 

0.08~ s/2OOO Hz 
0.3~ s/1300 Hz 
0 . 6 ~  s/800 Hz 
1 . 2 ~  s/450 or 380 Hz (96 NM) 

Notes: 
*1 RA725UA 
*2 RA726UA 

TR switching method 
Noise factor 
Center frequency 
IF bandwidth 

Tuning method 
Interconnection cable 

circulator + diode limiter 
5.5 dB (MIC) 
6o=(LoGamP) 
15 MHz (0.08D.3 p sfpulse) 
5 MHZ (0.6/12p s pulse) 
Autotuning by CPU control and manual tuning 
9CD-3292 10 m standard, 100 m max., 16-mm diameter, white 

Variable range markers 
Range units 
Floating 

One (VRM2 settable) 
NM/KM/SM selectable 
VRM2 movable from center 
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APPENDIX A SPECIFICATIONS 

(4) External dimensions and weight  

Display 
scanner unit 

3-ft antenna 

4-ft antenna 

6-ft antenna 

WXDXH (mm) 
326X474X372 

(5) Magnetic compass safe distances  

280X390X450 
(revolution radius 517) 
280 X 390 X 450 
(revolution radius 673) 
280 X 390 X 450 
(revolution radius 985) 

scanner unit 
Display unit 

(6) Standard composition  
Scanner unit  

Interconnection cable 
Display unit 

Accessories 

Spares 

(7) options  
Rectifier 
Rectifier 

Gyro interface unit  
Magnifier lense  

Master compass  
2 m  
2 m  

RB704A (RA725UA) or 
RB705A (RA726UA) 
9CD-3292 (10 m) 
RF713A 

Scanner bolts  
Power cable (2.5 m)  
Key cap  
Instruction manual  

Fuses 15 A 
0.3 A 
3.15 A 
2.0 A 

Motor brushes  

16 

22 

23 

25 

Steering compass 
1.4 m 
1.4 m 

1 set 
1 pc. 
6 pcs. 
1 

1 pc. 
3 pcs. 
3 pcs. 
2 pcs. 
2pcs. 

RP113A (100/110/220 Vac input) 
69-1E-A (100/110/115/120/125/200/ 

NZ2OA 
RZ702A 

220/230/240/250 VAC input) 
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APPENDIX B 
INSTALLATION 

This appendix describes how to install the radar and how to connect other equipment to the radar.  

B. l  
B.2 
B.3 
B.4 
B .5 
B.6 
B.7 
B.8 
B.9 
B.10 

38 
38 

41 
42 
44 
46 
46 
49 
53 
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APPENDIX B INSTALLATION 

B.3 Installation Site 

(1) Scanner 
The detection ability of shipborne radar ch nges greatly with the scanner location. The perfect 
mounting location is as high above the keel line as possible with no obstructions in all azimuthal 
directions. In practice, all ships are subject to various limitations, and the items listed below must be 
considered before selecting the mounting location. 

(A) The maximum detection distance increases with the height of the scanner installation location. 
Install the scanner as high as possible after considering the ship construction and scanner main- 
tainability. 

(B) If the scanner is installed at the same height as part of a funnel or mast, the radar pulse will be 
blocked resulting in a blind spot or ghosting; avoid this type of installation location if at all 
possible. 

(C) To avoid formation of blind spots or ghosting, install scanner closer to the ship's bow than any 
other obstacle like a mast or funnel. 
If it is impossible to avoid obstacles in the bow direction because of the ship construction, install 
the scanner off the keel line or elevate the position so that a dip angle can be taken. 

Method for installing scanner off keel line 
Displacing the scanner to the starboard side of the ship moves the blind spot to the port side on 
the radar display and gives a clear view in the bow direction. The displacement can be found 
from the following equations. 

Method calculating dip angle 
Install the scanner as high as possible so that a sufficient dip angle ( 0 ) can be obtained 
between the line of sight between the scanner and obstacle, and a horizontal line. To prevent 
blind spots in the medium to long range, the dip angle should be greater than 5' . Objects 
below the line of sight from the scanner to the obstacle cannot be detected. 

Horizontal line 

Line of sight e 

I 
(E) Install the scanner where it will not be affected by smoke of hot gas from the funnel or by heat 

Keep the antenna as far away as possible from direction-finding equipment and VHF antennas. 
(G) Install the scanner within the 10-meter length of the standard connection cable. If this is not 

40 
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(2) Display 
The display unit can be mounted on a desk, a bulkhead or from the ceiling. Determine the best 
location by taking the navigational and shipboard operations into account as follows: 

Compass safe distance 
Scanner 
Display I 

(1) When the operator looks up from the radar, she/he must be able to see the bow. 
(2) Water must not splash on the display when a nearby window or door is open. 
(3) The installation location must be well ventilated and fiee from vibration. 
(4) There must be sufficient clearance for servicing and inspection. 
(5) The location must be the minimum safe distance from the magnetic compass to avoid disturbing 

Master compass Steering compass 
2.0 m 1.4 m 
2.0 m 1.4 m 

the compass. 

(3) Rectifier (option) 
Install the rectifier in a dry well-ventilated location close to the display. 

B.4 Mounting Scanner 

(1) Bracket 
Use a bracket like the two designs shown below in which water cannot accumulate.

Do not use an edge that might trap water. 
100-mm diameter hole 

Notes: 
1. When the radar mast amounting bracket has a curvature of more than 2mm, repair it or use 

spacers. 
2. The mounting position should be such that the cable entrance faces the ship's stern. 
3. The bracket thickness should be 5 to 12 mm. 
4. Refer to the diagram of the external appearance in the supplied diagrams for the mounting  di- 

mensions. 

(2) Scanner fixings 
Use the accessory nuts and bolts to mount the scanner as shown in the diagram below. 
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APPENDIX B INSTALLATION 

(3) Antenna 
Remove the protective cap covering the rotary coupler on the top of the scanner. Match the antenna 
radiation direction to direction of the arrow markings on the rotation base and fix the antenna in 
position using the four M8 accessory bolts. 

Antenna radiation surface 

B.5 Mounting Display 

(1) Desktop 
1 Remove the two fixing bolts that secure the pedestal from the display. 

Fixing bolts

Removed Pedestal 

2 
3 

Fix the pedestal to the desk top using four M8 bolts or eight 5-mm self-tapping screws. 
Fit the main unit into the pedestal and secure it with the two fixing bolts. 

Notes: 
1. Refer to the diagram showing the external appearance for the installation method. 
2. The pedestal has height-adjustment nuts; select the best angle. 

(2) Overhead or Wall 
1 
2 
3 

Remove the pedestal and the three covers of the main unit. 
Remove the six screws fixing the base to the bottom of the main unit and remove the base.
Install the removed base on the top of the main Unit 

Fixing base to top of main unit Removing base 
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APPENDIX C INTERPRETING RADAR IMAGES  

(D) Ducted echoes from long-range targets  
An atmospheric phenomenon  known as a radio-wave duct can be caused by air at high temperature  
and humidity. Radar waves can propagate over abnormally-long distances in such a duct. In such a 

case, long-range targets may appear as if they are at close range. This is attributable to the fact that 

the echo from a long-distance target is delayed beyond the transmission repetition cycle so the echo 

appears in the next cycle. These ducted echoes disappear when the range is switched so they can be 

recognized easily. 

C.5 Radar Interference  
When another radar is operating nearby at the same frequency, the transmitted radar pulses from the 
other radar may appear on your screen as interference. The form of the interference is not constant 

but usually it takes the form of curves or random interference. When the radar interference suppres-  
sion ON/OFF key of this radar is not preset, the radar  interference suppression function  operates 

continuously. 
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